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LIBRARIES AND INSTITUTIONS
University of California at Irvine Library's East Asian Collection Continues to Grow
With the assistance of the Liu Hai-Su % } \ ^ % Foundation for International Culture and
Education, Los Angeles, two important art books and a scroll of calligraphy, both
autographed by Dr. Liu, have recently been added to the East Asian Collection at the
University of California at Irvine (UCI) Library. Born in 1896, Dr. Liu is a master of
Chinese painting and calligraphy. The message on the newly acquired scroll reads "1*9 ^
^ j j ^ hungyueh shen mei and means breadth, simplicity, profundity, and beauty, the four
principles of Chinese aesthetics.
At the second Annual Conference of Chinese Women Writers held last October in
Hacienda Heights, many authors showed their support for UCFs East Asian Collection by
presenting autographed copies of their works. All of these authors are overseas Chinese,
coming from various parts of the world
The UCI Friends of the Library made a substantial contribution towards the acquisition of
a hundred;Volume series entitled Chung-kuo tang tai tso chia ch'ien ming ts'ung shu ^ )<$l
% \K\\^%>Jb^1o
(Collection of Modern Authors' Autographed Works) whicn was
published in Beijing in the late 1980s.
In addition to an autographed book on Taiwan by Dr. Lee Teng-hui
<£^L
j , President
of the Republic of China, the East Asian Collection also received a rare autographed
memoir by Bo Yibo
— :J$ In a recent Los Angeles Times dated January 12, 1992, in
section A, on page 1, Mr. Bo was identified as one of the "Eight Elders" and "power brokers"
in Chinese politics. His memoir, Jo kan chung ta cliueh ts'e yii shih chien ti hui ku j | -f"
A^^lJa 4 " * ^ ^ YdJffl (Recollections of Some Major Policies and Events), was
published in 1991 and is considered the first of its kind in the People's Republic of China.
LJ

The East Asian Collection is the recipient of three Chinese gift collections including 1) a
collection of 450 volumes of current publications donated by the National Central Library,
Taiwan; 2) a 1,600-title collection of scholarly works selected from a major traveling exhibit
sponsored by the Government Information Office, Taiwan; and 3) a collection of some 700
volumes of recent publications in Chinese studies transferred from California State
University, Fullerton to the UCI Library.
A special gift book presentation ceremony was made on Friday, February 7. Chancellor
Jack W. Peltason, representatives from the UCI Library, and Mr. C. Y. Chang, senior
diplomatic officer from the Republic of China's Los Angeles office attended the ceremony.
(William Sheh Wong, UCI Library Items 23, no. 2 (January 27, 1992).
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Completion of the Special Project to Catalog and Conserve Ch'ing Dynasty Materials at the
University of Washington
The East Asia Library of the University of Washington announces the completion of a
special project entitled: "Ch'ing dynasty essays and local gazetteers; preservation and
bibliographic control." The project was funded by a Title IIC grant from the Department
of Education under its Strengthening Research Library Resources Program, and continued
from October 1990 to December 1991.
A total of 3,020 titles of Ch'ing dynasty essays and local gazetteers were cataloged,
upgraded, and input into the Online Computer Library Center (OCLC) data base for the
project. They include 1,300 titles of essays and poetry of authors who lived during the
Ch'ing dynasty (1644-1911) and a few who lived through the early min kuo&l&} (1912-1949)
era and 1,720 titles of local gazetteers which include original editions printed from as early
as the K'ang-hsi fa j& (1661-1722) and Yung-cheng ^ £ (1723-1735) periods. The
essays were selected from three major acquisitions of the Library: the personal library of
Professor Helmut Wilhelm; the Chen Fan ?|L ft collection; and the Wan yu ^
(Universal) warehouse acquisition. The local gazetteers consist of about 650 original
editions, mostly acquired from the personal library of the prominent sinologist, Joseph Rock,
and 1,070 reprints including some by Ch'eng wen shu chii
i ^ f k) and Hsiieh sheng
shu chii ^ £ l | 4? • Ms. Jane Hwang
project director/bibliographer and formerly
the curator of the Chinese Collection at the Bavarian State Library in Munich, did the major
portion of the original cataloging.
Steps were also undertaken to better preserve these collections. Approximately 12,000
volumes of rare, original editions and manuscripts were microfilmed for dissemination.
Damaged and brittle copies were repaired locally. Volumes with stitch binding or soft
covers were enclosed in cloth boxes, custom-made in Hong Kong.
MARC tapes were made of the bibliographic records for the 3,020 Ch'ing dynasty titles.
They will be sent to the Library of Congress, Research Libraries Information Network and
Western Library Network free of charge. Other research organizations may obtain the tape
for a fee.
Since November 1991, the entire set of Ch'ing records has been loaded into the University
of Washington Reference Library, a set of locally mounted data bases scheduled to be
accessible through Internet by the second quarter of 1992.
(Min-chih Chou)
University of Michigan Asia Library Goes Online
The Asia Library at the University of Michigan in Ann Arbor, Michigan has completed the
conversion of its bibliographic records into a machine-readable format. As of April 15,
1991, all Asia Library holdings can be accessed through the online catalog (MCAT) of the
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University Library Information System, MIRLYN. This is the first time a major East Asian
language collection in the United States has become completely remote accessible through
an online catalog. These transliterated records, which number more than 200,000, constitute
the largest body of machine-readable records for Chinese-Japanese-Korean (CJK) materials
of a single library.
Since late 1983, the Asia Library has been cataloging all new imprints into the Research
Libraries Information Network (RLIN) which is capable of supporting full records in the
CJK ideograms. These records have also been loaded into MIRLYN in transliteration. The
records can be searched by the usual access points; author, title, subject, and key word.
During the conversion process, some notes on edition, annotation, or series that had been
made in CJK ideograms were lost. The Library is engaged in a project to enhance these
records with information that identifies the editions.
(Weiying Wan)

University of California at San Diego Receives Unique Japanese Gift
The University of California at San Diego (UCSD) Library has been given the working
collection of John Whitney Hall, a distinguished emeritus professor of Japanese Studies at
Yale University. The collection, which arrived in mid-November, includes some 1,300
volumes of scholarly monographs on Japanese history published since 1950, as well as long
runs of important research journals. Of special importance to UCSD's growing collections
supporting the study of Japan are the basic historical research sets in the collection. The
collection covers both traditional and modern periods in Japan's history, reflecting the
breadth of Hall's research interests.
(Adapted from PacificScope: the Newsletter of the International Relations and Pacific Studies
Library (University of California, San Diego) 2, no. 2 (November 1991))

International Relations and Pacific Studies Library Produces Technological First
Working with Innovative Interfaces Inc., the International Relations and Pacific Studies
(IR/PS) Library has become the first in the United States to have a public online catalog
that displays Chinese, Japanese, and Korean (CJK) scripts along with the romanized versions
of CJK titles. Until now, those of us who wanted to find a CJK book or magazine on the
public catalog could only view the romanized title. As many Asian specialists know, reading
Chinese, Japanese, or Korean in romanized form is, at best, ambiguous. With this new
innovation, reading a title in its original format is as easy as toggling a key on the keyboard.
At this first stage, patrons still have to type in the romanized title. Once they see the
romanized screen, they may view the original script by typing "x". Future enhancements will
include direct searching using CJK characters.
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The source data base of characters is based on a data base of 75,000 computerized CJK
characters developed by the Chinese Character Analysis Group (CCAG). It consists of all
East Asian characters known and used in the 2,000 years and defines the standard known
as the Chinese Character Code for Information Interchange. A copy of the CCAG is a
recent gift to UCSD and is the only complete set in existence outside Taipei, Taiwan.
(Adapted from PacificScope: the Newsletter of the International Relations and Pacific Studies
Library (University of California, San Diego) 2, no. 2 (November 1991))

National Korean Studies Centre Established in Australia
Against a background of steadily developing interest in Korean affairs, and a rapidly growing
economic relationship between Australia and the Republic of Korea, the National Korean
Studies Centre was established in 1990 by the Australian Commonwealth Government. It
was officially opened by the Federal Minister for Employment, Education and Training, the
Honorable John Dawkins M.P., on June 12, 1991.
The National Korean Studies Centre represents the major commitment of the Common
wealth Government to the development of Korean studies in Australia. After a process of
nationwide competitive tender, the Centre was awarded to a consortium consisting of the
four leading tertiary institutions in the State of Victoria: Swinburne Institute of Technology,
La Trobe University, Monash University, and the University of Melbourne.
As the name of the Centre indicates, the mission of the Centre is to act as the national focal
point for the pursuit of excellence in Korea-related teaching and research, and is the only
such Korean Studies Centre in Australia with a national mission. Its primary objectives lie
in the field of promoting the spread of Korea-related knowledge and expertise in Australia,
and in promoting exchanges with Korea in many fields, including business, law, education,
science, and technology. It is the intention of the Australian Government that the Centre
play a significant role in the broadening of the Australia-Korea bilateral relationship over
the next few years.
The National Korean Studies Centre was established in August 1990 with funding from the
Commonwealth Government. Between them, the member institutions offer a wide range
of vocationally-oriented courses in the Korean language, culture, and business. Courses
include intensive languages courses, degree courses, culture and civilization, business and
law, postgraduate and research programs.
(Adapted from East Asian Library Resources Group of Australia Newsletter, no. 21 (November
1991), pp. 21-22.)
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Research Libraries Group's Offline Retrospective Conversion Program. BRCON 2. Provides
Access to Research Libraries Information Network's Chinese-Japanese-Korean Holdings
The Research Libraries Group, Inc. (RLG) announces the availability of BRCON 2, an
enhanced version of its PC-based offline batch retrospective conversion program. The
enhancements, which are a direct result of requests by current and prospective BRCON
users, allow users to add more local bibliographic information to records, to select records
containing non-Roman scripts, and to access more help features.
With BRCON 2 (like its predecessor, BRCON) users create files of brief search records on
a DOS diskette. The files are then uploaded and matched against the Research Libraries
Information Network (RLIN) data base. When a match is found, the system automatically
derives a new cataloging record for the user's library. Libraries do not have to be users of
RLIN itself to take advantage of BRCON 2.
"We are pleased to have incorporated these changes into BRCON 2," states Gregory
Whitfield, BRCON 2 product manager. "BRCON was designed to be simple to use, and I
think BRCON 2 retains this simplicity while adding greater flexibility. East Asian and
Hebrew libraries especially will be interested in being able to select records containing
vernacular script."
More specifically, the BRCON 2 new features include:
* The ability to select records containing non-Roman script (e.g., Chinese, Japanese,
Korean, Hebrew, or Arabic). This is an important feature for libraries that want
to include vernacular scripts in addition to romanized transliterations in their
catalog records. BRCON 2 is the only offline retrospective conversion service that
provides records containing vernacular scripts.
* Three user-selected fields for recording local bibliographic information in the
tag range of 015 to 899. This allows, for example, a system control number (035)
to become part of the derived record.
*

New help features, including random access to records and online explanations
of all fields and function keys.

"The ability to add user-selected fields enables users to customize BRCON records to fit
local specifications," comments Melinda Reagor, head of copy cataloging and coordinator
of retrospective conversion at Rutgers University Libraries. "For example, the ability to add
a system control number (035 tag) will be particularly useful for libraries seeking to upgrade
existing local brief records that contain a standard 035 tag."
"The non-Roman enhancement is especially valuable because it will save users the time and
cost of updating romanized records to include vernacular scripts," states Ai-Hwa Wu,
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Chinese Studies Librarian at Arizona State University. "The inclusion of these scripts is vital
to scholars-for both identifying and accessing materials printed in the original language."
With more and more East Asian libraries adding local systems, the need has never been
greater for having access to bibliographic records containing vernacular data-and only the
RLG offers an offline retrospective conversion service that provides records containing CJK
scripts. The charges for using BRCON 2 are very reasonable:
*
*
*

*
*

One-time $200.00 startup fee.
$0.65 per hit, and you pay ONLY for hits.
Sprintnet charges (for uploading files):
$50.00 per year account charge,
$10.00 per hour connect charge.
Or, diskettes may be mailed to RLG for uploading.
Printed reports at no extra charge.

For more information, contact the RLIN Information Center by telephone (800-537-RLIN
in the United States and Canada), by E-mail (BL.RIC@RLG.BITNET)
(Adapted from an E-mail letter to EASTLIB from the RLIN Information Center dated
August 29, 1991.)

National Coordinating Committee on Japanese Library Resources Created to Advance
Cooperative Collection Development and Ready Access to Japanese Information
The mission of the National Coordinating Committee on Japanese Library Resources (NCC)
is to mobilize the resources of information providers, information users, and funding
organizations toward the long-range goal of creating a comprehensive national system of
cooperative development and ready access to Japanese information in as wide a range of
fields as possible for all current and potential users in North America.
The NCC will address unprecedented demands being made on Japanese collections and
their continuing and changing needs in the academic community. The committee has begun
its work by examining issues facing academic collections in research libraries. It will expand
its work to address library resources in all North American libraries-academic, public, and
special-in order to help assure that they are responding to the information needs of their
clienteles, and to propose and implement necessary changes.
A variety of groups are now doing assorted kinds of planning. Among them are the
National Planning Team formed during the conference at the Hoover Institution in
November 1991 on academic library issues; (See article above.) the continuing deliberations
of the Committee on East Asian Libraries of the Association for Asian Studies (AAS) in its
Japan-related activities; the AAS Northeast Asia Council; the International Relations
Advisory Committee for Liaison with Japanese Libraries of the American Library
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Association; and the Association of Research libraries, representing 120 large research
institutions. The NCC will work with these and other organizations, as well as with various
funding agencies, actual and potential, such as the Japan-U.S. Friendship Commission, the
Japan Foundation and its Center for Global Partnership, the U.S.-Japan Foundation, the
National Endowment for the Humanities, and the U.S. Department of Education, among
others.
The NCC serves as a standing committee concerned with the expansion and improvement
of information and library resources on Japan and will provide two-way, two-directional
coordination between libraries and their users and funding agencies.
On the one hand, NCC will have a responsibility to assure that the groups assessing and
planning for their needs (both libraries and library users) are coordinated, to avoid
duplicating efforts or competing with each other in their approaches to funding agencies.
The committee will also serve as a strong representative national voice in areas identified
as being of common concern, such as shared collection development, national bibliographic
controls, access to information resources, and the continuing development of Japanese data
bases with shared standards and the widest possible access to that data.
On the other hand, the committee will serve to provide independent guidance to all
potential funding agencies on the value of proposed projects in relation to their current
programs; and provide leadership on the development, expansion, alteration, and focus of
funding programs in the future.
In other words, the committee will help both sides define library and user needs and
articulate those needs clearly and accurately; it will work autonomously to develop and
implement programs to best meet those needs. The NCC will be a 501C3 tax-exempt
organization, with bylaws currently being written.
(Mission statement adopted by the NCC at the February 21, 1992 meeting.)

Korean Heritage Library. University of Southern California. Holds Exhibition of Books and
Pictures of the Democratic People's Republic of Korea
The Korean Heritage Library, University of Southern California (USC), hosted an
exhibition, cosponsored by the East Asian Studies Center and The New Korea newspaper,
of North Korean books, photographs, and cultural articles at USC's Edward Doheny
Memorial Library from January 27 to 31, 1992. Books exhibited included novels, poetry,
history, anthropology, folk tales, medicine, agriculture, fine arts, and the economic and social
sciences. Photographs depicting everyday life in North Korea, Korean paintings, ceramics,
and embroidery were also exhibited.
(Henry H. Chai, New York Public Library)
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